Dear Parents and Students,
We are delighted that we will be working together next year. By supporting each other, we will
experience an exciting and rewarding school year. The fifth-grade teachers look forward to a
productive year with high expectations for all students. We also look forward to having open and
consistent communication with students, parents, and guardians.
Our main goals and objectives are to see students:
● develop independence as skilled readers, writers, and thinkers.
● consistently share their experiences and ideas to enhance their learning.
● develop self-discipline, patience, and a positive mindset.
● take ownership of their learning by supporting each other through challenges, by
communicating their struggles or asking questions, and consistently working hard.
● avoid excuses and find solutions to completing assignments.
● progress at a grade level or above, or to the best of their abilities
An effective way to begin working towards these goals and ensure success for all of
us is by:
● using google classroom during the summer to complete summer assignments in reading,
math, science, and social studies.
● reading as a family everyday over the summer (books, I-Ready, Myon, Epic or any
reading source you have available)
● strengthening their math skills during the summer by using math lessons on I-ready or
math games on ThinkCentral.
● doing fun and educational activities as a family to nurture curiosity and/or personal
interests.
● consistently communicating to each other your goals and challenges to make a plan, and
find possible solutions before the school year begins in September.
We look forward to meeting you. This will be a team effort, and we are very optimistic we
will have a successful and productive school year. Thank you for your cooperation, support, and
dedication. Stay safe and positive.
In Unity,
The Fifth Grade Teachers

Estimados padres y alumnos,
Estamos encantados de que estaremos trabajando juntos el año que viene. Al apoyarnos
mutuamente, experimentamos un año escolar emocionante y gratificante. Los maestros de
quinto grado esperan un año productivo con altas expectativas para todos los estudiantes.
También esperamos tener una comunicación abierta y constante con los estudiantes, padres y
tutores.
Nuestras metas principales y objetivos son ver a los estudiantes:
● Desarrollar independencia como lectores hábiles, escritores y pensadores.
● Compartir sus experiencias e ideas constantemente para mejorar su aprendizaje.
● Desarrollar autodisciplina, paciencia y una mentalidad positiva.
● Ser dueños de su aprendizaje comunicando sus dificultades, haciendo preguntas
y trabajando con rigor.
● evitar excusas y encontrar soluciones para completar las tareas.
● progresar al nivel de los estándares del grado o superior, o al mejor de sus
habilidades.
Una manera efectiva de comenzar a trabajar hacia estos objetivos y
garantizar el éxito para todos nosotros es al:
● usar Google Classroom durante el verano para completar las tareas de verano en
lectura, matemáticas, ciencias y estudios sociales.
● leer en familia todos los días durante el verano (libros, I-Ready, Myon, Epic o
cualquier fuente de lectura que tenga disponible)
● fortalecer sus habilidades matemáticas durante el verano mediante el uso de
lecciones de matemáticas en I-Ready o juegos de matemáticas en ThinkCentral.
● hacer actividades divertidas y educativas en familia para fomentar la curiosidad y
/ o intereses personales.
● comunicar constantemente sus metas y desafíos para hacer un plan y encontrar
posibles soluciones antes de que comience el año escolar en septiembre.
Estamos muy ansiosos de conocer su familia. Este será un esfuerzo en equipo, y somos
muy optimistas de que tendremos un año escolar exitoso y productivo. Gracias por su
cooperación, apoyo y dedicación. Le pedimos que se mantengan seguros y positivos.
En unidad,
Los maestros de quinto grado

Science & Math

Planetary motion: The idea that began a science
revolution

Image 1. In this time-lapse photograph, the sun, Jupiter, crescent moon and Venus all seem to set near a lone tree on the horizon Dec.
1, 2008. The image shows the "ecliptic," the imaginary plane the moon, sun and planets follow through space in our solar system.
Photo: Larry Landolfi/Science Source
In the black backdrop of night, the stars seem fixed in their patterns. They rotate through the sky and appear unchanging through the
seasons. Most cultures have used constellations, or groups of stars, to tell time. The planets, however, are different. They glide across
the sky slowly. They seem to move without purpose. Attempts to explain why the planets move as they do led to modern science's
understanding of gravity, a pulling force that works across space. It also led to the understanding of motion.

Evolution Of An Idea
Ancient Greek philosophers had conflicting ideas about how the planets moved. One camp thought the planets orbited the sun.
Aristotle's ideas were most popular. He believed the planets and sun orbited Earth. He saw no sign that the Earth was in motion. No
unending wind blew over the Earth. A ball thrown straight up doesn't land behind the thrower. For Aristotle, this meant the Earth had
to be stationary. Therefore the planets, sun and stars rotated around the Earth.

For nearly 1,000 years, Aristotle's views were accepted. A geocentric, or Earth at the center, worldview became ingrained in Christian
thinking.

In 1515, a Polish man of the church named Nicolaus Copernicus proposed that Earth was a planet like Venus or Saturn. He also
proposed that all planets circled the sun. Copernicus did not publish his idea until 1543. Few people believed him. Some who did believe
his idea faced charges of rebellious beliefs. Italian scientist Giordano Bruno was burned at the stake. This was partly because he taught
Copernicus' view of the universe.

Facts supporting a heliocentric, or sun-centered, planetary system slowly mounted. In 1610, Galileo saw moons orbiting Jupiter through
his telescope. If Aristotle were right about everything orbiting Earth, these moons could not exist. Galileo also observed the phases, or
changing appearances, of Venus. They proved that Venus orbits the sun. Galileo was tried for rebellious beliefs and placed under house
arrest for life.

About the same time, German mathematician Johannes Kepler was publishing a series of laws. They describe the orbits of planets
around the sun. These mathematical equations correctly predicted how planets moved. In 1687, Isaac Newton gave the final blow to the
Aristotelian view of the universe. Building on Kepler's laws, Newton explained why the planets moved as they did. He named the force
that kept them in check gravity.

Kepler's Laws Of Planetary Motion
Copernicus observed that the planets move around the sun. However, Kepler defined their orbits. At 27, Kepler began helping a rich
astronomer, someone who studies stars. This astronomer had collected a lifetime of astronomical notes. Upon his death, they passed to
Kepler. Using this information, Kepler found that the orbits of the planets followed three laws.

Like many philosophers of his time, Kepler believed the circle was the universe's perfect shape. Therefore, he believed the planets' orbits
must be circle-shaped. He struggled to make the astronomer's notes on the motions of Mars match a circle-shaped orbit.

Zoom-out
It takes about 365 days for Earth to move around the Sun. The path it takes is shaped like an ellipse, or oval. Graphic: Newsela staff.
Finally, Kepler noticed that an imaginary line drawn from a planet to the sun swept out equal areas of space in equal amounts of time. It
didn't matter where the planet was in orbit. If you draw a three-sided shape from the sun to a planet's position at one point in time and
its position at a fixed time later, the shape's area is always the same. For these shapes to have the same area, the planet must move more
quickly when it is near the sun.

This discovery became Kepler's second law of orbital motion. It led to Kepler's first law: that the planets move in an ellipse, or a
squashed circle.

Kepler's third law shows that there is a mathematical relationship between a planet's distance from the Sun and the amount of time it
takes to orbit the sun. This law helped Newton. Newton came up with three laws of his own to explain why the planets move as they do.
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Untitled form

Untitled form
Untitled Section
Read the following sentence from the section "Evolution Of An Idea."He
saw no sign that the Earth was in motion.Which answer choice uses the
word "sign" in the SAME way as the sentence above?

0 points

My father said he would sign off on our participation in the parade.
The girls passed a sign that told about the school's festival.
My mother used her hands to sign instructions to the confused child.
The boys did not leave any sign that they had skipped school.
Other:

Read the section "Kepler's Laws Of Planetary Motion."Which sentence

0 points

from the section shows WHY planets move in an elliptical orbit?
Copernicus observed that the planets move around the sun.
He struggled to make the astronomer's notes on the motions of Mars match a circleshaped orbit.
For these shapes to have the same area, the planet must move more quickly when it is
near the sun.
Newton came up with three laws of his own to explain why the planets move as they
do.

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScZ1kbFvB-HcWpw54CYNhm4MSLssWh6yqare8Gbr9cqcxqfnQ/formResponse
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Read the section "Evolution Of An Idea."Which sentence from the section
supports the conclusion that it took a long time and many scientists to
change people's views about planetary motion?

0 points

One camp thought the planets orbited the sun. Aristotle's ideas were most popular. He
believed the planets and sun orbited Earth.
For nearly 1,000 years, Aristotle's views were accepted. A geocentric, or Earth at the
center, worldview became ingrained in Christian thinking.
Copernicus did not publish his idea until 1543. Few people believed him. Some who
did believe his idea faced charges of rebellious beliefs.
In 1687, Isaac Newton gave the final blow to the Aristotelian view of the universe.
Building on Kepler's laws, Newton explained why the planets moved as they did.

Short Response: Write a short paragraph that explains the central idea of the
article. Use at least two details from the article to support your response.
Your answer
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Getting Ready For…
5th Grade Math

Math Week
Week 1: July 6-10

Week 2: July 13-17

Week 3: July 20-24

Week 4: July 27-30

Week 5: August 3-7

Assignments
❒2 I-Ready Math Lessons (My Path)
❒Math Questionnaire
❒Which Doesn’t Belong? Questions 1 & 2
❒2 I-Ready Math Lessons (My Path)
❒Think Deeper- Question 1
❒Which Doesn’t Belong? Questions 3 & 4
❒2 I-Ready Math Lessons (My Path)
❒Think Deeper- Question 2
❒Which Doesn’t Belong? Questions 5 & 6
❒2 I-Ready Math Lessons (My Path)
❒Think Deeper- Question 3
❒Which Doesn’t Belong? Questions 7 & 8
❒2 I-Ready Math Lessons (My Path)
❒Think Deeper- Question 4
❒Balance Scale Puzzles: Questions 1 & 2

Week 6: August 10-14

❒2 I-Ready Math Lessons (My Path)
❒Think Deeper- Question 5
❒Balance Scale Puzzles: Questions 3 & 4

Week 7: August 17-21

❒2 I-Ready Math Lessons (My Path)
❒Think Deeper- Question 6
❒Balance Scale Puzzles: Questions 5 & 6

Week 8: August 24-28

❒2 I-Ready Math Lessons (My Path)
❒Think Deeper- Question 7
❒Balance Scale Puzzles: Questions 7 & 8
1

2
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Think Deeper Problems

Think Deeper Problems
Your email address (jtimmons3@schools.nyc.gov) will be recorded when you submit this
form. Not you? Switch account
* Required

Question 1 *

1 point

13,001
12,104
12,001
11,790

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfR-Z0wQ0Vl6qUU3G5_y6YuCUVS4uagNfs4yO6_-wH77TPKhA/viewform
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Think Deeper Problems

Question 2 *

1 point

654,321
365,124
451,236
563,412

Question 3 *

1 point

18,592
22,662
22,652
31,622

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfR-Z0wQ0Vl6qUU3G5_y6YuCUVS4uagNfs4yO6_-wH77TPKhA/viewform
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Think Deeper Problems

Question 4 *

1 point

84
86
96
104

Question 5 *

1 point

220 rows
120 rows
22 rows
21 rows

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfR-Z0wQ0Vl6qUU3G5_y6YuCUVS4uagNfs4yO6_-wH77TPKhA/viewform
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Think Deeper Problems

Question 6 *

1 point

ones
tens
hundreds
thousands

Question 7 *

2 points

A
B
C
D

Submit
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Think Deeper Problems
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Which doesn't belong?

Which doesn't belong?
* Required

1. Out of the four shapes. Which doesn't belong and why? *

Your answer

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdL2D_e6hkJTgU6xWy-QPhVVnKpBtbI6Ln20WOAR3jYk13xQA/viewform
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Which doesn't belong?

2. Out of the four shapes. Which doesn't belong and why? *

Your answer

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdL2D_e6hkJTgU6xWy-QPhVVnKpBtbI6Ln20WOAR3jYk13xQA/viewform
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Which doesn't belong?

3. Out of the four coins. Which doesn't belong and why? *

Your answer

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdL2D_e6hkJTgU6xWy-QPhVVnKpBtbI6Ln20WOAR3jYk13xQA/viewform
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Which doesn't belong?

4. Out of the four dogs. Which doesn't belong and why? *

Your answer

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdL2D_e6hkJTgU6xWy-QPhVVnKpBtbI6Ln20WOAR3jYk13xQA/viewform
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Which doesn't belong?

5. Out of the four pictures. Which doesn't belong and why? *

Your answer

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdL2D_e6hkJTgU6xWy-QPhVVnKpBtbI6Ln20WOAR3jYk13xQA/viewform
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Which doesn't belong?

6. Out of the four numbers. Which doesn't belong and why? *

Your answer

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdL2D_e6hkJTgU6xWy-QPhVVnKpBtbI6Ln20WOAR3jYk13xQA/viewform
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Which doesn't belong?

7. Out of the four numbers. Which doesn't belong and why? *

Your answer

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdL2D_e6hkJTgU6xWy-QPhVVnKpBtbI6Ln20WOAR3jYk13xQA/viewform
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Which doesn't belong?

8. Out of the four fractions. Which doesn't belong and why? *

Your answer
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Tell us something about the Mathematician in you

Te us something about the Mathematician in you
* Required

I like/love math! Why or why not? *

Your answer

I think I am good at math! Why or why not? *
Your answer

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSesBDVlzGdvV1m-G8juYZIgc7y0f05sVo4voHIwzFCViFtiwg/viewform
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Tell us something about the Mathematician in you

Math class last year was.... *

Your answer

I think math class this year will be... *
Your answer

I know my times table. List the times tables you do know. *

Your answer

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSesBDVlzGdvV1m-G8juYZIgc7y0f05sVo4voHIwzFCViFtiwg/viewform
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Tell us something about the Mathematician in you

I know how to divide. Show me the hardest division problem you know without using the calculator. *

Your answer

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSesBDVlzGdvV1m-G8juYZIgc7y0f05sVo4voHIwzFCViFtiwg/viewform
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Tell us something about the Mathematician in you

Answer each question *
Yes

No

I know what place value is
I like answering questions
during math class
I like writing about math
I like using manipulatives to
help me learn math.
Examples: counters, fraction
pieces, base 10 blocks
I like when others help me
with math
I like helping other people in
math
I like learning new things in
math
I like drawing pictures to
solve problems
I like using technology to do
math

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSesBDVlzGdvV1m-G8juYZIgc7y0f05sVo4voHIwzFCViFtiwg/viewform
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Tell us something about the Mathematician in you

How do you feel? *

I like to work by myself in math class
I like to work with a partner in math class

I like trying to figure out math problems. Why or why not? *
Your answer

Is there anything else I need to know about you and math? *
Your answer
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Tell us something about the Mathematician in you
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Balance Scale Puzzles

Balance Scale Puzzles
The scales below are balanced with blocks on each side. Take as many blocks as you can
off of the scale so that it is still balanced and you can find the value of the other blocks.
In each case, if the blue ball weighs 12 ounces, how much do the other blocks weigh?
Your email address (jtimmons3@schools.nyc.gov) will be recorded when you submit this
form. Not you? Switch account

The scales below are balanced with blocks on each side. Take as many
blocks as you can off of the scale so that it is still balanced and you can

0 points

find the value of the other blocks. In each case, if the blue ball weighs 12
ounces, how much do the other blocks weigh?

24 ounces
12 ounces
6 ounces
None of the Above

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScyXqOjprGhvcLG9-lAmxwtyTYpRVSWWbSjzg_gsSUAkn-y0w/viewform
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Balance Scale Puzzles

The scales below are balanced with blocks on each side. Take as many
blocks as you can off of the scale so that it is still balanced and you can
find the value of the other blocks. In each case, if the blue ball weighs 12

0 points

ounces, how much do the other blocks weigh?

6 ounces
24 ounces
12 ounces
None of the Above

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScyXqOjprGhvcLG9-lAmxwtyTYpRVSWWbSjzg_gsSUAkn-y0w/viewform
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Balance Scale Puzzles

The scales below are balanced with blocks on each side. Take as many
blocks as you can off of the scale so that it is still balanced and you can
find the value of the other blocks. In each case, if the blue ball weighs 12
ounces, how much do the other blocks weigh?

0 points

12 ounces
3 ounces
6 ounces
None of the Above

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScyXqOjprGhvcLG9-lAmxwtyTYpRVSWWbSjzg_gsSUAkn-y0w/viewform
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Balance Scale Puzzles

The scales below are balanced with blocks on each side. Take as many
blocks as you can off of the scale so that it is still balanced and you can
find the value of the other blocks. In each case, if the blue ball weighs 12
ounces, how much do the other blocks weigh?

0 points

6 ounces
12 ounces
4 ounces
None of the Above

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScyXqOjprGhvcLG9-lAmxwtyTYpRVSWWbSjzg_gsSUAkn-y0w/viewform
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Balance Scale Puzzles

The scales below are balanced with blocks on each side. Take as many
blocks as you can off of the scale so that it is still balanced and you can
find the value of the other blocks. In each case, if the blue ball weighs 12
ounces, how much do the other blocks weigh?

0 points

12 ounces
6 ounces
18 ounces
None of the Above

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScyXqOjprGhvcLG9-lAmxwtyTYpRVSWWbSjzg_gsSUAkn-y0w/viewform
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Balance Scale Puzzles

The scales below are balanced with blocks on each side. Take as many
blocks as you can off of the scale so that it is still balanced and you can
find the value of the other blocks. In each case, if the blue ball weighs 12

0 points

ounces, how much do the other blocks weigh?

12 ounces
6 ounces
4 ounces
None of the Above

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScyXqOjprGhvcLG9-lAmxwtyTYpRVSWWbSjzg_gsSUAkn-y0w/viewform
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Balance Scale Puzzles

The scales below are balanced with blocks on each side. Take as many
blocks as you can off of the scale so that it is still balanced and you can

0 points

find the value of the other blocks. In each case, if the blue ball weighs 12
ounces, how much do the other blocks weigh?

12 ounces
3 ounces
6 ounces
None of the Above

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScyXqOjprGhvcLG9-lAmxwtyTYpRVSWWbSjzg_gsSUAkn-y0w/viewform
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Balance Scale Puzzles

The scales below are balanced with blocks on each side. Take as many

0 points

blocks as you can off of the scale so that it is still balanced and you can
find the value of the other blocks. In each case, if the blue ball weighs 12
ounces, how much do the other blocks weigh?

4 ounces
3 ounces
12 ounces
None of the Above

Send me a copy of my responses.
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I know it isn’t a good excuse for what I
did, but Del had never been very nice to
me . He didn’t talk a whole lot, and
when he did, he was usually telling
mean jokes . Just that morning, he’d
called me “Germy” instead of “Jamie”
when I got on the bus . The name-calling
was a long and humiliating story . Last
summer, I ended up in the hospital with
a really bad flu, and a few kids started a
rumor saying I’d gotten sick by
crawling through garbage . I don’t know
who came up with the nickname
“Germy,” but Del still hadn’t let it go .
Try as I might to ignore him, it still
bothered me .
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A Quick Glimpse

So when our principal, Mrs . Cosgrove, poked her head inside our classroom and quietly
asked Del to come to her office, I naturally thought that he’d done something mean to
someone . After all, it wouldn’t have been the first time .
During morning recess, I hung out with
them before .”
some other girls in a sunny corner near
“Del’s constantly in Principal
the building . Through the window, I
Cosgrove’s office,” May said .
caught a glimpse of Del sitting in the
principal’s office . A woman I didn’t
“Maybe he said something mean to that
recognize stood between him and a
poor little guy,” I said, thinking out loud
smaller boy in another chair . The boy
.
was crying, and the woman was trying
to comfort him while Del scowled .
“Sounds like Del,” Cassie said as she
“Do you see that?” I asked my friends,
but just at that moment, Mrs . Cosgrove
snapped the blinds shut .
“What?” asked May .
“Del was in Principal Cosgrove’s office,
and he and the principal both seemed
angry . A little kid and a woman were in
there with them, but I’ve never seen

shrugged .
The longer I thought about what I saw,
the worse the situation seemed . The
crying kid couldn’t have been any more
than a first grader, or maybe even a
kindergartner . I thought of all the mean
things Del had said to my friends and
me, and it made me angry .
At the end of the day, I realized that Del

had never returned to class . On my way
to catch up with my friends, I peeked
through the principal’s window again,
but the office was deserted . I spotted
Cassie and ran over to her .
“Del never came back to class today .
He must have been sent home,” I
whispered, jumping to my first
conclusion . Cassie’s eyes widened . It
felt good to see her so interested in what
I said . “I bet he did something really
terrible to that poor little kid . Now that I
think about it, I remember the kid’s face
looking puffy, like maybe Del hit him!”
Cassie looked even more shocked . Just
then, May ran up behind us and asked
what we were talking about .
“Jamie thinks Del might have beat up a
kindergartner because he was sent home
and never came back,” Cassie said .
May’s mouth fell open, and without
thinking, I nodded in agreement .
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Everyone gasped, and I buried my feet
into the sand beneath the swings . That
couldn’t have been what actually
happened—I hadn’t seen any black eyes
or missing teeth . Del wasn’t at school,
though, so maybe he had been expelled .
“Where did you hear that?” I asked .

Matt shrugged and said, “The whole
school’s talking about it .”
“Jamie, you were right!” Cassie said,
and everyone nodded .
I loved the feeling that came with
knowing so many people had heard my
assumptions and passed them on . It
didn’t really matter that they had
changed parts of the story because we
were all having fun, and I couldn’t
imagine that Del would even care .
By the time we sat down for class,
everyone was whispering about Del’s
expulsion, so we were surprised when he
walked through the door . All the kids
fell silent and stared as Del made his
way to his seat at the back of the
classroom . He looked at the ground till
he sat down, and the kids next to him
shifted their desks away .
The Big Story
My friends and I were at our usual spot
around the swings before the first bell
the following day when a ball rolled by
from the nearby kickball game .
“Hey,” my friend Matt said as he jogged
over to pick up the ball, “have you seen
Del?”
I realized no one had called me “Germy”
on the ride to school that morning and

said, “No . Why?”

gave him two shiners .”

Matt stepped closer to whisper . “I heard
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beating up a kindergartner,” he said . “I
guess he punched out the kid’s teeth and
At morning recess, Mr . Sanchez asked Del to stay and talk for a moment . Some of the
kids laughed at him on their way out . “Did he put someone else in the hospital?” one of
them asked .
When Del joined recess a few minutes later, he “What’s your problem, dork?” Del
snorted at
immediately tried to join the kickball game . the boy next to him .
“Neither team wants you,” one of the “I don’t want you to attack me,” the kid
players said . taunted . A few people laughed .
“What are you talking about?” Del asked, looking “Yeah, I might,” said Del . I could tell
he figured
confused . “I always play kickball with you guys .” it was a joke, but some students
gasped in horror, as if he was admitting he did beat up someone .
They ignored Del and started playing again . As he walked away, sulking, someone
called, “We For our science lab, we had to split up into
don’t want you to lose and start a fight .” groups, but no one wanted to work with Del .
Mr . Sanchez eventually had to force a group to include Del, but they looked uneasy
about it . I peeked at them a couple of times during class, and the rest
Del sat by himself on a bench against the building while the rest of the school enjoyed
their recess around him .
of the group was completely ignoring Del, who
I didn’t want to, but I was starting to feel sorry just sat there tapping his pencil against the
desk .
for Del .
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Mr . Sanchez wrote something on the card, turned the card facedown, and then whispered
into Sayid’s ear . Sayid whispered to the next Playing Telephone
person, and she whispered to the next . By the When we returned to the classroom,
everyone
time it came around to me, it sounded like could see that Mr . Sanchez was in a serious

mood .
“Double leaves everything in your ear .”
“Everyone arrange your chairs in a circle,” he
“What? That’s ridiculous!” I exclaimed . said . We did, but there were big spaces on
either side of Del . Mr . Sanchez frowned . “We’re going to play Telephone . I’m going to
write down a sentence on this card . I’ll whisper the sentence into Sayid’s ear, and then
he’ll whisper what he hears to the
“Just repeat exactly what you hear,” Mr . Sanchez instructed . So I continued, and
eventually the message made its way around to Mr . Sanchez again . He announced what
he had heard .
next person . Remember to pass on exactly what
“Dope leaning ringing in your ear,” he said, you believe you hear .”
and everyone burst into giggles .
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“Now, here’s how the message began,” he said, turning over the card and showing the
group . It read, “Don’t believe everything that you hear .”
“This is a good lesson to learn,” Mr . Sanchez began, “since it seems as though rumors
about one person or another are always buzzing around the hallways . I hope this game
makes you see that passing on a rumor, or starting one, is like feeding a monster—it
mutates a little and gets bigger until it’s completely different from when it started . It
usually gets meaner, uglier, and more hurtful to the person everyone is gossiping about .
Words have consequences, and once a gossip monster has started, it’s almost impossible
to stop .”
The whole class knew what Mr . Sanchez was talking about, even though he didn’t
mention it specifically . A few people glanced at Del, who looked pretty embarrassed .
Although Mr . Sanchez couldn’t have known my role in the rumors about Del, it felt as if
he were speaking to me alone . I swallowed, feeling the red-hot guilt all over my face .
“I hope that my students wouldn’t feed gossip monsters because I’ve taught my students
to treat each other with respect,” Mr . Sanchez said with finality .
He was right, and I knew it, which made me feel horrible . I thought my friends would
feel just as bad and that they would blame me . All I could think about until lunchtime
were the awful things they would say to me .

I slunk to my usual table in the cafeteria with my head low, but despite Mr . Sanchez’s
lesson, Del was still the center of every conversation .
“My mom’s a nurse, and she saw the kid in the hospital looking as if he’d been hit by a
truck,” someone said .
“Why haven’t they expelled him already? Aren’t they concerned that he’ll keep beating
up kindergartners?” someone else asked .
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“Maybe they’ll send Del to prison,” said another .
“They’re sending Del to prison?” a kid at another table hissed .
The rumor was growing completely out of control . I pictured each statement joining,
growing, and mutating with each assumption into a gross beast that nibbled on Del .
Meanwhile, my friends and I sat around and talked as if there were nothing wrong, and
Del ate lunch alone . Someone threw a roll that hit him in the back of the head as he was
about to take a drink of his milk . Everyone laughed—except me . I felt worse than I had
ever felt, even worse than when people started calling me “Germy .”
I had to do something, but I wasn’t sure what . I could explain to everyone what I had
really seen, but would they even listen to me? Maybe if I just ignored it, the rumor would
disappear as it almost had with people saying I liked crawling through garbage . Doing
nothing didn’t seem right .
I left my lunch—I wasn’t hungry anyway— and went to talk to the one person I thought
would know what to do .
Doing What’s Fair
“What can I help you with, Jamie?” Mr . Sanchez asked when I sat down in front of his
desk .
I tried to think of a way to describe what happened without making myself look like a
terrible person . Then I realized that trying to make myself look good was how the whole
mess had started .

“Yesterday during recess I looked in Principal Cosgrove’s window, and I saw Del and a
little kid in there with a woman,” I began . Mr . Sanchez’s expression quickly changed
from kind and interested to worried and tired .
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“Del and I aren’t friends,” I began . “He teases me a lot, and he’s constantly in trouble . I
just figured that he was in trouble this time, too .”
Mr . Sanchez looked at me for a moment, and I thought I was really in trouble . Then he
said, “I bet that game we played today really sparked something inside your head .”
I nodded .
“Now you know that in real life it only takes
“I hope you aren’t going to tell me that you heard something awful about Del,” he said .
“Too many rumors are going around already .”
one person jumping to a conclusion, making an assumption, or telling a little white lie to
start a rumor that becomes really hurtful .”
“No, and I know they aren’t true,” I said, taking a deep breath and steadying myself,
“because I started them .”
Mr . Sanchez’s eyebrows shifted way up .
“I saw a kindergartner crying, and a woman trying to comfort him . I told my friends that
maybe Del was in trouble for beating him up, and now the rumor has spread all over the
school .”
“Rumors tend to spread like wildfire,” Mr . Sanchez said before he sighed and folded his
hands on the table . “Why would you say something so awful about Del?”
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I thought about what he had said, and he was right . The rumor about me crawling
through garbage probably began as a joke between some people and just continued to
grow .
“I talked about Del without knowing what had really happened,” I said . “That’s not fair,
or nice, but I loved the feeling when it started because I felt really popular . People were
interested in what I had to say, and I was getting back at Del for being mean .”
I hated to admit it, but explaining how I felt made me feel as if I had become a real
monster . I had truly hurt Del for completely selfish reasons . I’d been assuming that Del
was a bully, when really I’d been the bully—not by beating up anyone, but by gossiping .
“Does it still seem so enjoyable now that you’ve hurt Del’s feelings?” Mr . Sanchez
asked . I shook my head, and I think he could tell that I felt terrible .
“It’s normal for people to jump to conclusions, Jamie . We see something happening, and
our minds start to build stories . We have to realize that the assumptions we make aren’t
really the truth . The same goes for when you hear someone else gossiping—you
shouldn’t believe every story you hear .”
“What do you do when you know for a fact that something is true?” I asked .
“It’s usually best not to gossip about people when they’re not around—unless you’re
saying nice things,” he said . “Let people speak for themselves, and let other people
decide what they want to believe .”
“So why was Del really in Principal Cosgrove’s office?” I blurted out before Mr .
Sanchez’s words had sunk in . I blushed, and he smiled . This whole not-gossiping thing
was going to take some work .
“If you really want to know the truth, it’s always best to find the source,” he said . “You
should probably ask Del, but I think an apology might be in order first .”
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Telling the Truth
Outside, Del sat alone and watched the kickball game . I was so nervous that I could
hardly talk .
“Hey,” I said as I walked up to him .
“What do you want, Germy?” Del snapped without taking his eyes off the game . I almost
retreated, but something in his voice sounded more hurt than angry .
“I want to apologize,” I said simply . Del refused to look at me, but he was paying
attention . “When I saw you in Principal Cosgrove’s office yesterday, I told people that
she sent you home for beating that kindergartner up .”
“Beating up a little kid?” Del said, disgusted . “That was my mom and my little brother .”
I didn’t even know Del had a little brother, and now I felt even worse .
“Oh,” I said, “I just want to apologize for saying something so mean .”
“My dad got hurt,” Del said, finally looking at me as if he was challenging me . “He was
deployed overseas in the Army . Mom was telling us that they’re going to send him home
.”
“Will he be okay?” I asked quietly . Del’s angry face softened a bit .

“Yeah . My brother was just scared .” He shrugged . “Not that anyone will believe the
truth, now that they think I beat him up .” Anger crept back into his face .
“I’m really sorry to hear about your dad, and I’m glad he’ll be okay .”
“Okay, Jamie,” he said with a shrug . It was the first time he’d used my real name in
months . I almost smiled . He returned to watching the game as my friend pulled me
away .

“Why are you talking to him?” May asked . “You don’t want to be friends with a kid
beater .”
“None of that’s true,” I said, “and we shouldn’t keep gossiping about it .”
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Glossary “You said the kid looked like he’d been beaten up,” May retorted .
assumptions (n.) things that are believed to be true “That’s what you told us,” Cassie said .
without proof (p . 8)

“I did,” I said, “and that was wrong . I shouldn’t have made those assumptions because
none of
conclusion (n.) a decision resulting from careful
thinking (p . 6)

them were true . I was talking to Del because I was
consequences (n.) results of an action or actions (p . 13)

apologizing for gossiping about him when I didn’t

expelled (v.) forced someone to leave a school, know the truth .”
organization, or country as a result of bad behavior (p . 7) Cassie, Matt, and May all looked at

each other sheepishly, and I could tell they were thinking
glimpse (n.) a quick look at something (p . 5)

about the assumptions they had made about Del .
gossiping (v.) spreading information that may
or may not be true about a person “What did happen, then?” asked Cassie .
who is not present (p . 13)

“If you really want to know, ask Del,” I said, feeling much better . “I’m done talking
behind
humiliating extremely embarrassing (p . 4) (adj.)

other people’s backs .”
mutates (v.) changes into a different form (p . 13)
respect (n.) a feeling of admiration; an
understanding that someone or something should be treated in a proper way (p . 13)
rumor (n.) a story passed from person to person
that has not been proved true (p . 4)
slunk (v.) moved in a sneaky way, often
because of embarrassment, sadness, or fear (p . 14)
sulking (v.) being in a bad mood due to
disappointment or annoyance (p . 10)
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Read each question carefully and choose the best answer.
* Required

What causes Jamie to think Del is in trouble? *

5 points

Mr. Sanchez is very angry with Del.
Del doesn't want to play kickball.
Jamie sees Del on the bus that morning.
Jamie sees Del in the principal's office during recess.

Read this sentence: Jamie's words about Del have negative

5 points

consequences. Which word means about the same as consequences? *
decisions
results
stories
feelings

What is this book mainly about? *

5 points

Del goes to the principal's office for beating up a kindergartner.
Jamie spreads rumors about Del before realizing how damaging her words can be.
Del is mean to Jamie and calls her "Germy."
Del's father is deployed overseas.
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Which of the following is an opinion about Del? *

5 points

Del is mean.
Del is a student.
Del's teacher is Mr. Sanchez.
Del is a boy.

Which of the following makes this story an example of realistic fiction? *

5 points

It is a true story about a person's life.
It is a true story that gives information about an event in history.
Its characters are believable, and the events could happen in real life.
It is a tall tale written from the writer's imagination.

What causes Del to sit by himself on a bench while the other kids play
kickball at recess? *

5 points

Mr. Sanchez tells him he can't play.
The kids say that neither team wants him to play.
Del is waiting to go home.
Del doesn't like kickball and doesn't want to play.
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How is Jamie's reaction to the telephone game different from those of her
friends? *

5 points

Jamie thinks the outcome of the game is funny.
Jamie doesn't feel sorry for Del.
Jamie realizes the negative impact of spreading rumors about others.
Jamie's reaction is the same as those of her friends.

What is the author's purpose for writing The Gossip Monster? *

5 points

to inform readers about how gossip can spread
to persuade readers that it's not nice to call people names
to entertain readers about the gossip monster's funny activities
none of the above

What are things that are believed to be true without proof? *

5 points

assumptions
consequences
conclusions
glimpses
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What is the effect of Jamie's apology to Del? *

5 points

Del tells Jamie what really happened in the principal's office.
Jamie feels even worse about hurting Del after she learns about what happened to his
dad.
Del calls Jamie by her real name instead of "Germy."
All of the above
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Geography The

five themes of geography help
explain how we learn about Earth

Image 1. The bridge over the Zambezi River at Victoria Falls separates the countries of Zimbabwe and Zambia. Photo by Diego
Delso, delso.photo, License CC-BY-SA via Wikimedia Commons.

By ThoughtCo.com, adapted by Newsela staff

To better understand our place in the world, we use the five themes of geography. These are location, place,
human-environment interaction, movement, and region. Each is a different way of discussing or describing an
area.

Location
Most geographic studies begin with learning the location of places. Location can be relative or
absolute.
Relative Location: Relative location refers to locating a place relative to other landmarks. For example, you
could give the relative location of St. Louis, Missouri as being in eastern Missouri. It is along the Mississippi
River southwest of Springfield, Illinois.

As one drives along most highways, there are mileage signs. These show the distance to the next town or
city. This information expresses your current location relative to the upcoming place. For example, say a
highway sign states that St. Louis is 96 miles away from Springfield. In this instance, you would know your
relative location from St. Louis.
Relative location is also a term that is used to show a place's location within a larger context. For example,
one could say that Missouri is bordered by Illinois, Kentucky, Tennessee, Arkansas, Oklahoma, Kansas,
Nebraska and Iowa. That is the relative location of Missouri based on its location within the United States.
Absolute Location: Meanwhile, absolute location references a place's exact spot on the Earth's surface. This
is based on specific geographic coordinates. These are also known as latitude and longitude. It is a system
of imaginary lines. They are used to find the location of any place on the surface of the Earth. Based on the
previous example of St. Louis, the absolute location of St. Louis is 38°43' North (latitude) 90°14' West
(longitude). Some computer programs, like Google Maps, use data from coordinates to give us directions to
places.

Zoom-in
One can also give an address as an absolute location. For example, the absolute location of St. Louis City Hall
is 1200 Market St., St. Louis, Missouri 63103. By providing the full address you can pinpoint the location of St.
Louis City Hall on a map.

Place
Place describes the physical and human characteristics of a

location.
Physical characteristics: These include a description of such things as the mountains, rivers, beaches,
climate, and animal and plant life of a place. A place might be described as hot, sandy or forested. These
terms all paint a picture of the physical characteristics of the location.
Human characteristics: These include the human-designed features of a place. These features include
languages, religions, government systems and common foods. For example, a location could be described
as a French-speaking democracy.

Human-Environment Interaction
Humans shape the landscape through their interaction with the land. This has both good and bad effects on
the environment.
For example, people living in cold climates have often mined coal or drilled for natural gas in order to heat
their homes. Another example is that during the 1700s and 1800s, the city of Boston had huge landfill
projects.
In other words, they filled in water with land to make more places for people to live. This helped humans, but
may have hurt the ocean life.

Movement
Humans move, a lot! In addition, ideas, goods, resources and communication all travel distances. This
theme studies movement across the planet. The emigration of people from Syria to other countries during
war is an example of such movement. So would be the growth of cell phone reception around Earth.

Regions

Zoom-in
Map of the Middle East and North Africa. Map: Newsela
staff

We use regions to divide the world into helpful units, so we can study their geography. Regions have some
sort of characteristic that unifies the area. Regions can be formal, functional or vernacular.
Formal regions are those that are created with official boundaries. Cities, states, counties and countries
are examples. For the most part, they are clearly marked and publicly known.
Functional regions are defined by their connections. For example, the area where a newspaper is delivered in
a city is a functional region.
Vernacular regions have no official boundaries. Vernacular regions are often named because of shared
history, culture or identity in an area. People name them to understand a place. Think "The South," "The
Midwest" or "Silicon Valley."
However, some region names came from biases. For example, the "Middle East," "Near East" and "Far
East" were created by European geographers hundreds of years ago. They only make sense
geographically for someone standing in the middle of Europe.
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The "Five Themes of Geography"
Reading Comprehension
The "Five Themes of Geography" help explain how we learn about Earth. After reading the
text, please answer the following comprehension questions by choosing the BEST answer
for each question. The last question is a constructed response, which you should answer by
typing your short response in the box below the question.
* Required

Read the section "Place." Select the sentence from the section that shows what
the "Place" theme of geography represents. *
Place describes the physical and human characteristics of a location.
A place might be described as hot, sandy or forested.
These terms all paint a picture of the physical characteristics of the location.
For example, a location could be described as a French-speaking democracy.
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Reread the following paragraph from the section "Location." Which sentence
from the paragraph supports the conclusion that we use "Absolute Location" in
our daily lives? *

Meanwhile, absolute location references a place's exact spot on the Earth's surface.
They are used to find the location of any place on the surface of the Earth.
Based on the previous example of St. Louis, the absolute location of St. Louis is
38°43' North (latitude) 90°14' West (longitude).
Some computer programs, like Google Maps, use data from coordinates to give us
directions to places.

How is the structure of the section "Location" similar to the structure of the
section "Place"? *
Both sections explain a cause and its effect.
Both sections are in chronological (time) order.
Both sections present a problem and its solution.
Both sections are organized using compare and contrast.
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The section "Regions" is mostly organized using compare and contrast. Why do
you think the author chose to organize the information this way? *
To explain the different types of regions into which the world can be divided
To describe how particular regions around the world got their names
To present the different types of regions in order of importance
To highlight some of the world's most important regions

Constructed Response: Write a short paragraph that explains the central idea of
the article. Use at least two details from the article to support your response. *
Your answer
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Bread for Lessons
Eight-year-old Frederick Douglass took a loaf of bread from the kitchen and slipped out
the back door to run errands . Frederick was a slave, but he knew he had more to eat than
some boys in his neighborhood . So he traded them bread for something he wanted even
more—to learn how to write .
Just the day before, his owner’s wife, Sophia Auld, had snatched a newspaper away from
him as he tried to read it in secret . All Frederick wanted was an education, but for slaves
in the 1820s, that was against the law .
The white boys Frederick knew might be poor, but they had been allowed to go to school
. He’d tease them, saying, “I bet I know more of the alphabet than you do!” Then he’d
write a few
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Born a Slave
Frederick was born in February of 1817 or 1818 . He never knew the date of his birth,
and though he knew his father was white, he never knew who he was . His mother was
Harriet Bailey, but Frederick was raised by his grandmother, Betsey Bailey . When he
was eight years old, Frederick was sent to work for some of his owner’s relatives, the
Auld family in Baltimore, Maryland .

When Frederick first arrived, Sophia Auld helped teach him the alphabet . She gave him
several lessons before her husband stopped her . Education and slavery were
incompatible, he said—a slave who learned to read would grow dissatisfied with his
condition and desire freedom .
Auld’s words proved to be true . The
a leader—and among slave owners as a
more Frederick read, the better he
troublemaker .
understood his situation, the more he
Escape!
hated slavery, and the unhappier he was .
For years, Frederick had lived the easier
life of a slave in the city . At fifteen, he
For some time, Frederick struggled to
was sent to work on a farm as a field
understand the word abolition .
hand for Edward Covey, a man known
Whenever a slave ran away or did
as a “slave breaker .” Covey would beat
something a slaveholder said was bad,
slaves into obedience . Loaning
abolition was blamed . Frederick tried
Frederick to Covey may have been
looking up the word in the dictionary,
Auld’s way of punishing him for trying
but it merely said “the act of abolishing
to educate himself and other slaves .
.” What was being abolished?
In 1831, Frederick read a newspaper
article about the abolition movement and
the people who were fighting to end
slavery . Now he understood—some
white people wanted to abolish slavery,
too! He also learned that blacks were
free in some states, and he began
dreaming of escape .
“Once you learn to read,” Douglass
wrote later in life, “you will be forever
free .”
Understanding that education and
freedom went hand in hand, he began
giving lessons to other slaves until
slaveholders stopped his Sunday school .
He earned a reputation among slaves as

Covey almost succeeded in breaking
Frederick’s spirit . After enduring six
months of abuse, though,
sixteen-year-old Frederick had had
enough . The next time Covey tried to
beat him, he fought back for two hours .
Covey never tried to beat him again .
Still, Frederick began to plan his escape
. He tried once but was caught .
Frederick continued to dream of
freedom and work on his literacy. He
even joined the East Baltimore Mental
Improvement Society, a debate club . It
was there that Frederick met Anna
Murray, a free black woman .
Together, Anna and Frederick planned

his escape . Dressed in a sailor’s uniform
and carrying a freedman’s passport,
Frederick traveled through Delaware and
Pennsylvania to New York .
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safe house in Ripley, Ohio

The escape took a little less than twenty-four hours, but as Frederick later wrote, “I lived
more in one day than in a year of my slave life .”
Speaking to audiences years later, Frederick would say, “I appear before you this evening
as a thief and a robber . I stole this head, these limbs, this body from my master and ran
off with them .”
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Escaping didn’t mean that a slave like Frederick was truly free . Slaves who made it to a
free state could live as if they were free, but they could still be seized and taken back to a
slave state .
Frederick sent for Anna to join him, and they were married in 1838 . Since Frederick was
a fugitive who could be caught and forced back into slavery, the newlyweds changed
their name to Douglass . They settled in New Bedford, Massachusetts, and had five
children together .

A Railroad for Runaways
Abolitionists organized a secret network to help fugitive slaves in the 1800s. This
network came to be called the Underground Railroad. Places with food, clothing, and
shelter were called safe houses or stations. Because many fugitives traveled on foot,
people helping the slaves—known as conductors or stationmasters—tried to provide a
station every fifteen miles.Frederick Douglass stayed in safe houses when he first
escaped. He himself later became a stationmaster in Rochester, New York, helping
some slaves escape to Canada.

Writing and Speaking
Douglass began to speak at antislavery meetings and soon became the voice of the
abolition movement . Slaveholders argued that slaves lacked the intellect to function as
free American citizens . Each time Douglass spoke, his eloquence countered that . Yet he

was so eloquent that some whites refused to believe he had ever been a slave .
Douglass wrote three autobiographies in his lifetime . The first, published in 1845, was
Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass . Critics said that the book, like Douglass
himself, was fake: no slave was smart enough to write so well, they argued . Yet the book
was an instant success and persuaded many people that a slave could possess a great
mind .
At the same time, the book included details that could have led to Douglass’s arrest as a
fugitive slave . In order to avoid recapture, Douglass left the country on a two-year
speaking tour . An electrifying speaker, Douglass was a star in England . Fans there
raised $711 for Douglass’s freedom, a purchase called manumission .
When Douglass returned to the United States in 1848, he founded a newspaper . He also
wrote thousands of speeches and editorials calling for an end to slavery . “I expose
slavery in this country,” wrote Douglass, “because to expose it is to kill it . Slavery is one
of those monsters of darkness to whom the light of truth is death .”
One of his most famous speeches was “What to the Slave Is the Fourth of July?” When
he delivered the speech on July 5, 1852, Douglass surprised his audience by posing
questions about what Independence Day meant for slaves and former slaves . “What have
I, or those I represent, to do with your national independence? Are the great principles of
political freedom and of natural justice, . . . in that Declaration of Independence,
extended to us?”
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Land of the Free
By the Civil War, Douglass was the most famous black man in the United States . In
1863, he served as President Lincoln’s advisor on the Emancipation Proclamation, an
order that freed the majority of slaves . He repeatedly urged Lincoln to make
emancipation a stated goal of the war . Some historians think Douglass helped inspire the
famous Gettysburg Address .
Douglass also convinced Lincoln to allow black soldiers to fight for the North . When
they did, two of Douglass’s sons were among them .

Douglass and President Lincoln
Lincoln and Douglass didn’t always see eye to eye. After Lincoln died, though, Douglass
gave the keynote address at a memorial honoring Lincoln. The crowd gave Douglass a
standing ovation, and the president’s widow, Mary Todd Lincoln, gave him Lincoln’s
favorite walking stick in appreciation. The walking stick still rests in Douglass’s house.

Guards of the 107th United States Colored Troops

Douglass’s writing and speaking helped end slavery with the Thirteenth Amendment,
passed after the Civil War ended in 1865 . Three years later, the Fourteenth Amendment
granted citizenship to former slaves . Shortly after that, in 1870, the Fifteenth
Amendment gave every male citizen, including former slaves, the right to vote .

Douglass didn’t live to see universal suffrage—the right of every adult to vote—but he
fought for it until he died. In 1920, the states ratified the Nineteenth Amendment,
granting women the right to vote.

Douglass and Women’s Rights
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Douglass wanted the United States to reach its potential as a “land of the free” for blacks,
women, Native Americans, and immigrants, too . “I would unite with anybody to do right
and with nobody to do wrong,” Douglass said . He continued to fight for equality for the
rest of his life . Douglass died on February 20, 1895 .
Today, Douglass is often called the father of the civil rights movement . He changed the
way Americans thought about slavery and race . He left behind words to continue to
inspire Americans, including this motto: “Right is of no sex, truth is of no color .”
Glossary
abolition (n.) the act of doing away with or
ending something; the act of making slavery illegal (p . 7)
amendment (n.) a change or addition to a
document or law (p . 14)
autobiographies (n.)
true stories about a person’s life, written by that person (p . 11)
citizenship (n.) the state of being an official member of a country (p . 14)
civil rights (n.) legal, social, and economic rights
that guarantee freedom and equality for all citizens (p . 15) Douglass, 1870s
editorials (n.) articles in a newspaper or
magazine that express the opinion of the publisher (p . 12)
eloquence (n.) clear, effective writing or speaking
(p . 11)
fugitive (n.) a person who is running from
something, usually legal authorities (p . 10)

incompatible (adj.) unable to coexist without trouble
or conflict (p . 6)
inspire (v.) to encourage a person to act (p . 13)
literacy (n.) the ability to read and write (p . 8)
principles (n.) basic values or ideals that guide
an action or decision (p . 12)
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Read each question carefully and choose the best answer.

The more young Frederick read about abolition, the
more____________________.

5 points

he fought with other slaves
he wanted to go to college
he dreamed of escape
he wanted to meet President Lincoln

Which of the following tells a way that Frederick Learned to read and
write?

5 points

He started working for a newspaper.
He traded food with some boys in the neighborhood.
He joined the underground railroad.
He went to school.

Young Frederick learned that abolition is the act of____________________.

5 points

ending, or doing away with slavery
starting a war
keeping the rights of slaves owners
giving women the right to vote
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When Douglass wrote, "Once your learned to read, you will be forever
free, " he probably meant________________________.

5 points

going to school meant you could be freed slave
education opens doors of opportunity
blacks could be freed if they could pass a reading test
none of the above

Soon after Douglass published his autobiography, he
________________________.

5 points

helped run the Underground Railroad
organized uprisings in the South
was captured and forced back into slavery
left the country for a speaking tour

What did Douglass do when he returned to the United States?

5 points

He founded a newspaper.
He went back South.
He died of cholera
He was arrested for protesting at the White House
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Which of the following changes did Douglass's writing and speaking help
bring about after the civil War?

5 points

Slavery was abolished.
All men and women were granted the right to vote.
Former slaves became part of the Underground Railroad
All of the above

What influence did Frederick Douglass have on President Abraham
Lincoln?

5 points

He helped Lincoln write his autobiography.
He wrote the Gettysburg Address for Lincoln.
He convinced Lincoln to allow black soldiers to fight for the North.
All of the above
Other:

Read these sentences: Douglass spoke so well that some whites refused
to believe that he had even been a slave.To prove he had been a slave,
Douglass wrote an autobiography. What describes the relationship
between these sentences?

5 points

The sentences describe steps in a process.
The first sentence gives the cause of the second.
The sentences compare and contrast two events.
The second sentence gives the reason for the first
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What was the author's purpose for writing this book?

5 points

to explain the history of the American Civil War
to persuade readers to visit the Lincoln Memorial
to inform reader about the life and work of Frederick Douglass
to describe abolition
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